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WELCOMM 2 EXPLORE EUROPE IN SHORT
The project ‘WelComm 2 Explore Europe: Integrated language and cultural learning at early age’ uses
regional heritage across Europe and creates multimedia materials for children to help them learn more
about the history, nature and culture of their new home land.
The project addresses primary school children aged 6-12 years old, whose language skills in the language of the
country they live in need support either because they are bilingual or have limited knowledge due to migration.
Children of the same age interested in exploring another European language and culture are included in the
target group too. School teachers, educators in a wider sense (migrant and minority education/social
organizations, volunteers working with migrants) and the children’s parents and carers are also targeted as
supporters of language and cultural learning as it motivates and encourages their children to learn.

KICK-OFF MEETING IN SOFIA, BULGARIA
In November 2018, an enthusiastic team from six European countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, The Netherlands,
Romania, Spain and the U.K.) gathered for a kick-off meeting to discuss and agree on the detailed plan for
project implementation and the schedule for fulfilling the ambitious project targets and to set up short-term
tasks.

News
During this first meeting the partners discussed and shared
ideas on developing the first project product – the
WelComm 2 Explore Europe Board Game and tested the
draft version of the Dutch game. The game will include 5
topics: Art and Culture Famous People Food History and
Landscape and there will be 50 questions with multiple
choice answers per topic. The game will be developed in six
partner versions.

WHAT’S NEXT ON WELCOMM 2 TO EXPLORE EUROPE
o

o

Work on partner versions of the board game which includes developing of 50 questions with
answers for the five topics: Art and Culture Famous People Food History and Landscape and
designing the board game.
Hold a second work meeting in March in Valencia Spain where the partners will finalize the draft
of the board game and will hold a workshop on developing the second project product – the
comic books based on urban stories, local legends, anecdotes etc. revealing the cultural
background and behavior patterns of each country.
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The project is running from September 1st October 2018 till September 30th 2020.
For more information on the project please contact [partner details]
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